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Just before the holiday hustle and bustle, the Supreme Court of Hawai’i answered a
certified question that an insurer does not have the right to recover defense costs for
uncovered claims. 

. While courts around the country that have addressed this have gone different
ways, the growing recent trend is to deny an insurer the ability to recover defense costs
absent express language in the policy allowing recoupment. But even in those cases
allowing the recoupment of defense costs, courts have limited it to specific circumstances.

Results Vary by State

The California Supreme Court issued the first seminal case on this issue in 1997. 
; see also 3 New Appleman on Insurance Law

Library Edition § 17.01[3][b][i]. There, the California Supreme Court held that under
certain circumstances, an insurer may recover the costs to defend the uncovered claims
of a “mixed” action. Buss, 939 P.2d at 776–77.

Insurers wishing to recover uncovered defense costs should include such language
in the policy.

An insurer should always timely include express language reserving its right to
recoup uncovered defense costs.

Policyholders wanting to avoid “recoupment” should avoid policies including
reimbursement provisions.

St. Paul Fire & Marine Ins. Co. v. Bodell Constr. Co., 538 P.3d 1049 (Haw.
2023)

Buss v.
Superior Court, 939 P.2d 766 (Cal. 1997)
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A “mixed” action is an “action [that] involves both potentially covered and noncovered
claims.” 3 New Appleman on Insurance Law Library Edition § 17.01[3][a]. “Virtually all
courts agree that if an action involves [a] “mixed” action—the insurer must defend the
entire action.”

Buss addressed how and when insurers may seek reimbursement for the defense costs of
the noncovered claims. Under Buss the insurer must (i) timely reserves rights to seek
recoupment; and (ii) prove that the costs are attributable to a non-covered claim only.

. Other courts have imposed further limitations on the
circumstances in which an insurer may recover its defense costs, such as the policyholder
accepting the insurer’s proffered defense conditioned on the insurer’s reservation of
rights to seek reimbursement. 3 New Appleman on Insurance Law Library Edition §
17.01[3][b][i] (“[T]he insured [must] accept[] the insurer’s offer to defend both covered
and noncovered claims with knowledge of the insurer’s reservation of the right to seek
reimbursement”.)

There are a significant number of states that generally follow Buss and allow an insurer to
recoup uncovered defense costs in certain circumstances (e.g., CA, CT, FL, MI, MO, NJ, NM,
NV, OH, TN, UT). 

 (applying Ohio law); 
) (applying Michigan law); 

 (applying
Utah law); 
(applying Tennessee law); 

 (applying New Mexico law); 
; ;

; 
; 

; 
.

However, a large number of courts—like Bodell—have gone the other way (e.g., AR, GA,
HI, IL, IN, MD, MN, MO, VI, WA, WY). 

; 
(applying Minnesota law); 

 (applying Maryland law); 
 (applying Missouri law); 

 (applying Virgin Island law); 
; 

; 
; 

Buss, 939 P.2d at 778
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; 
; 

.

Historically, the former was considered the “majority rule.” Restatement of the Law of
Liability Insurance 21 cmt. a.  However, a more consistent, recent application of the
historical “minority view” has evened the score to were there is now no clear “majority”
view. Id. Reporter’s Note [a].

Furthermore, the Restatement of the Law of Liability Insurance recognizes this trend and
concludes the best rule is: “Unless otherwise stated in the insurance policy or otherwise
agreed to by the insured, an insurer may not obtain recoupment of defense costs from
the insured, even when it is subsequently determined that the insurer did not have a duty
to defend or pay defense costs.” Restatement of the Law of Liability Insurance 21.

Courts are generally in agreement that insurers are free to include “recoupment”
provisions in their policies. E.g., Restatement of the Law of Liability Insurance 21 cmt. a
(“When an insurer’s claim to recoupment is based on an express contractual right to
reimbursement--whether because of a provision of the insurance policy or a subsequent
express agreement with the insured--it presents no legal difficulty.”) But see 

 (invalidating
policy’s recoupment provision due to a contrary statutory provision).

Takeaways

While the case law is mixed and several states have yet to decide whether an insurer may
recoup uncovered defense costs, there are a few take-a-ways for insurers and
policyholders. Insurers wishing to recover uncovered defense costs should include such
language in the policy. This generally entitles the insurer to recover its costs. If that is not
an option (and even when such a provision is included in the policy) an insurer should
always timely include express language reserving its right to recoup uncovered defense
costs. A failure to reserve the right, may eliminate it even if the matter is governed by
favorable state law and/or the policy expressly states a right to reimbursement.

Policyholders, on the other hand, wanting to avoid “recoupment” should avoid policies
including reimbursement provisions. And where policies lack such provisions and insurers
condition its defense on the right to recover, policyholders should be sure to timely object
to the insurers’ reservation.
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